Lecture recordings - Large classes: Quick guide

Default: Students receive recording just for their section

In classes with multiple lecture streams, the default setting for each course section is to automatically receive the recording for their lecture stream only.

Students receive recording for their section and an additional one

If you want all students to receive a recording from another section, in addition to the default recording for their stream:

- Check the box in the Share to the course column next to the section you wish to share to all.

All students receive just one section’s recording

If you want all students to receive a recording from one section only

- Check the box in the Share to the course column next to the section you wish to share to all.

- Uncheck the boxes in the Publish to students automatically column next to the section who you do not wish to receive their default recording.
Recording details view

You can publish an individual recording to all students by selecting the **Shared to the course** box and publishing.

Where a section has been shared with the course in Settings using the **Share to the course** column there will be a tick in the **Shared to the course** box in the individual recording’s details.